Abstract-Collective decision-making is a process in which participants make a collective choice from several alternatives. In this paper, we focus on collective decision contexts in which more than two selfish agents negotiate over multiple issues. We specifically consider a case of joint household energy purchase where the concerned households have to define a collective energy contract. The households involved may each be interested only in a subset of the issues at stake. We devise an effective protocol to regulate the interactions among the (household) agents and reduce their reasoning complexity. The mechanism we introduce is fully decentralized, it facilitates multi-lateral negotiation, and it reduces the complexity of the solution despite the inherent complexity of the problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Negotiation is a process that allows participants to reach agreements. Self-interested negotiating agents may have conflicting interests. Hence, each may try to direct the negotiation towards its preferred solutions. Negotiation complexity intensifies when the number of the negotiating agents is large, the number of negotiated issues is large, and utility functions are private information. In such contexts, reaching an acceptable agreement is challenging. This calls for novel interaction models that facilitate negotiation convergence and provides an efficient and fair solution concept. In this paper, we address these challenges in a context where agents' interaction is fully decentralized (with no mediator) and simultaneous. We focus on organizational aspects of the multi-agent system, on agent interaction and decisionmaking, and on the efficiency and fairness of the solution. We allocate much attention to the multi-agent organization, as it may significantly affect complexity, flexibility and reactivity, and impose computation and communication overheads [17] [16] . Work in game theory has looked at modelling negotiation processes for analyzing agents' behaviours within, and the result of their interaction. In [21] , the authors develop a framework for Boolean games with incomplete information, using Generalized Possibilistic Logic to compactly represent agents' knowledge about the preferences of others. the ordering of the sequence is important, and constraints are placed on timing and targeting of proposals. In contrast, in our protocol, agents interact simultaneously and may send proposals to any agent at any time. Another approach to tackling multilateral negotiation problems is based on a heuristic search in the solution space, assuming complete information [18] .
In our work, we assume incomplete information and we do not use search as a solution approach. Further, we address multi-issue negotiation, in difference from the prior art. Work in [8] addresses negotiation over multiple issues. They analyze the computational complexity of the negotiation when issues are discussed independently, jointly and sequentially. However, they focus on bilateral and not on multilateral negotiation as we do. Another approach to multilateral negotiation is to designate a mediator. Research in [3] and [6] proposes protocols for complex contracts where there is a mediator who generates the contracts, while we seek a fully decentralized solution. Other studies concern multilateral negotiation protocols with argumentation and persuasion. In [2] , the authors propose a protocol for multiparty argumentation in which agents are equipped with argumentation systems and focus on a single issue. Work in [1] focuses on the target set (of moves) that specifies minimal changes in the current state of the debate that would allow agents to satisfy their goals. It experimentally investigates how well strategies based on target sets behave. In [23] , the authors model persuasion in the context of social choice based on Borda voting rule. Their approach is centralized; they focus on one agent that influences the group's decision by convincing some agents to change their vote, while in our approach interaction is fully decentralized and each agent tries to convince the others to accept its proposal. Typically, state of the art negotiation mechanisms does not focus on the organizational aspects of the negotiating agents. Commonly, agents are free to send and receive offers from all others, unless infrastructural constraints prohibit that. When many issues are negotiated and agents have different preferences over these issues, free (typically broadcast) communication leads to increased complexity in agent reasoning and in computational costs. This could negatively affect negotiation time, convergence and the quality of the solution.
To address the problems stated above, we propose a novel negotiation model based on an iterative and incremental scheme that not only fully distributes the negotiation but additionally reduces complexity. We propose a multi-agent organization that gradually evolves during the negotiation process. The underlying approach is based on the divide and conquer concept. 1 This consists of dividing the agents into several groups within which they debate. The groups are formed based on the similarity of agents' choices over the issues they wish to negotiate. Negotiation takes place in each group by focusing on a specific subset of issues. Thus, we seek reduction in the computational complexity of agents' reasoning. To increase protocol flexibility, we allow communication between agents belonging to different groups via "overhearing". This allows agents to obtain information beyond that acquired during their internal group exchanges. Nevertheless, agents within a group submit proposals relevant to the issues of interest to that group. However, a final outcome of the negotiation must address all issues of interest to the agents across groups and satisfy some social choice rules detailed further. Hence, our protocol allows the agents to reach agreements that address these issues. We denote such proposals as complete proposals. In our protocol, proposals submitted in different groups are refined and merged, eventually evolving into complete proposals.
The contributions of this paper include the following: (1) a distributed multilateral negotiation protocol with multiple issues; (2) strategies to be used by agents for decisionmaking and to defend their proposals within the protocol. As part of our study, we utilize an argumentation framework that enables agents to support their proposals by arguments.
II. NEGOTIATION MODEL
Scenario: Assume a set of household agents that seek a joint energy supply contract to reduce their energy expenditure. They must negotiate different aspects of the energy contract such as the type of the product (electricity or gas), provider, duration of the contract, tariff (peak and offpeak hours, fixed price, variable price), services included, payment method, termination conditions, etc. In practice, energy consumers focus only on a subset of the issues above, depending on their needs and preferences.
Model: In our study, agents negotiate to arrive at a collective agreement as stated above. Our negotiation mechanism entails dividing up the agents into groups according to their choice of issues to be discussed. Agents in each group negotiate to reach an agreement over shared issues and form an alliance. An alliance allows agents to join forces to support their joint proposal over time. In our protocol, a proposal is considered complete if it addresses all issues at stake; otherwise it is a partial proposal. A complete proposal that is supported by the majority is an acceptable collective agreement. 2 As negotiation progresses, alliances are formed. Alliances 1 Widely used in computer science to control problem size and complexity. 2 There may be other ways for deciding upon the final outcome. Our negotiation protocol can easily be adapted to other voting rules.
are then gradually combined to generate acceptable collective agreements. Such combination may result from simple merges of proposals when alliances have no issues in common. Otherwise, the combination requires negotiation over conflicting attributes. This combination and refinement process proceeds until at least one alliance arrives at a proposal that addresses all of the issues, and is accepted by a majority of the agents, or until the deadline of the negotiation is reached. The motivation for forming alliances and gradually combining them is to structure the negotiation, reduce its complexity, and facilitate its convergence. The negotiation may consist of several rounds separated by periodic, predefined checkpoints, and it has a deadline denoted d l .
Our negotiation mechanism consists of three major phases. In phase 1 -assignment -the agents form groups according to similarities in issues they wish to discuss. In phase 2 -negotiation -the agents formulate proposals, send and receive proposals, and listen to other exchanges. Agents reason about and react to proposals. When beneficial they may migrate to other groups. An agent that migrates to another group may need to change its choices of issues. A set of agents that agree on the same proposal form an alliance and they encounter other alliances to merge or refine their proposals. In phase 3 -checkpoints -the agents check whether there are proposals that can be valid solutions of the negotiation. Here, the goal is to identify a winner alliance. In case of valid solutions (winner alliance), a selection process is applied and the negotiation terminates with the selected solution. Otherwise, another negotiation round begins.
III. FORMALIZATION
Agents and groups of agents: let A={a1,...,an} be the set of agents which negotiate over multiple issues E=(e1,...,e k ) with k the number of attributes. Note that here, and across this study, issues and attributes are not different. We use the term issue when referring to what agents care about, and the term attribute to refer to issues a proposal, or a solution, address. It is necessary to specify the set of attributes ahead of the negotiation. In our case, this set is defined by a protocol administrator ahead of the negotiation. The rules of the protocol dictate that agents can negotiate only over prespecified attributes. Since the number of attributes may be large (as in our example scenario), agents can have diverse choices over attributes they wish to discuss. We denote by Ea i the subset of issues selected by agent a i . Let G={g1,...,gm} be the set of groups formed at the protocol start. Each group g k is a tuple (Ag k ,Eg k ,Pg k ) with Ag k the set of agents in group g k , Eg k is the set of attributes to negotiate by the agents a i ∈Ag k , Pg k the set of proposals submitted within group g k .
Proposals and utility function: a proposal pα is a tuple (v(ei),...,v(e k )) whose elements are the values of the attributes (as suggested by the proposing agent). When generating a proposal, an agent associates values only with attributes discussed within its group. Agents evaluate proposals according to a set of criteria X ={x (1) ,...x (r) }. Each agent a i selects, according to its objectives, a subset of the criteria set Xi⊆X on which it defines its own utility function. Each evaluation criterion x (j) involves a subset of attributes Ex (j) . For example, an energy provider could be evaluated by its reliability, its services or on whether it provides green energy; the tariff could be assessed by its variability, etc.
Let 1] be agent a i 's utility function, where P is the set of submitted proposals. This is used to establish a preference order over the set of alternatives. The utility functions of the agents are private information. Before negotiation, each agent a i sets its desired utility range: Umina i is the minimum utility value the agent may agree to, and U maxa i is its desired utility value 3 , above which any proposal is acceptable. Utility ranges differ across agents.
Let , its social satisfaction value and its time stamp. The rates are computed w.r.t. the number of agents in the system. For example T ac pα is the ratio between the number of acceptances and the number of agents n. Other rates are calculated similarly.
IV. NEGOTIATION PROTOCOL

A. Assignment phase
We assume that each agent has its own preferences over the negotiated issues. However, some agents could make common choices over some issues. In our example, let A={a1,a2,a3,a4,a5} be the households that aim to negotiate an energy contract involving attributes e1,e2,e3,e4,e5 which are, respectively, providers, products, tariff, duration of the contract and payment method. Consider agents' issues of interest as follows:
3 Obviously, a rational agent aims to maximize its utility and makes decisions accordingly.
Agents form negotiation groups based on preference similarity. That is, they join groups in which their preferences over attributes are similar to those of other agents. This is done in a decentralized manner, based on individual agent decisions. Note that agents do not share their exact preferences, but their "issues of interest" are disclosed. Our protocol entails that an agent cannot belong simultaneously to more than one group.
Let γi=|Ea i | be the number of preferred attributes for a i . Agent a i sorts the agents according to the number of attributes they share. So it generates the following subsets:
..,O0 which, respectively, represent the set of agents with which it shares the same attributes, the set of agents with which it shares γ i −1 attributes, the set of agents with which it shares γ i −2 attributes and so on. As an exemple, agent a 1 holds γ1=3 attributes and O1={O3=∅,O2={a2,a4},O1={a3,a5},O0=∅}.
Agent groups are formed in rounds. Firstly, each agent a i requests the agents with which it shares the highest number of attributes to form a group. a j accepts a i 's request if it also shares with a i the highest number of attributes. Once an agent accepts a request, it cannot accept again another request. But it can proceed and request other agents to join its group. After this phase, some agents may have not joined any group. For these agents, the process proceeds to another round in which they make group requests based one their second choice. This iterates until all agents join groups.
B. Negotiation phase
Negotiation takes place within each group, across groups according to the inter-group communication policy, and eventually between alliances. It occurs in several phases separated by checkpoints. This latter consist of verifying whether there is a proposal that meets the requirements of a solution (see Section V). Negotiation ends when an agreement is found during a checkpoint phase or when the deadline is reached.
1) Inside a group: Each agent submits its proposals within its group following diverse strategies: it can send all of its proposals at once, or incrementally. The incremental approach consists of submitting the best proposal first. It requires a strategy for switching to the next proposal in the agent's proposal list. Firstly, the utility value of this proposal needs to be higher than the expected minimum utility Umin of the agent. Additionally, if within a certain period of time δ t the proposal does not meet a certain rate of acceptance (by other group members), the agent can move to its second-best proposal, and so on. While sending proposals to others and negotiating them, an agent also receives proposals from other agents and assesses them. It can accept or refuse those proposals. The motivation for partitioning the agents into groups is to simplify and reduce complexity of the interaction among the agents. To facilitate that, we introduce some interaction rules R i that limit the communication complexity, as follows: R i1 : An agent can submit a limited number of proposals δ p and it can make a limited number of refusals δ r . R i2 : An agent can submit its proposals only to the members of the same group at any time of the negotiation phase. R i3 : An agent can accept a proposal made by another agent at any time of the negotiation phase even if it had refused or attacked this proposal before. R i4 : An agent can accept and reinforce a proposal made by another agent at any time of the negotiation phase even if it had not refused or attacked this proposal before. R i5 : An agent can refuse and attack a proposal made by another agent at any time of the negotiation phase if it had not accepted it before. The interaction rules streamline the negotiation and limit complexity. They also enable an agent to make concessions by accepting, e.g., a proposal that it refused before. An agent's concession consists of scaling down its desired utility range.
2) Inter-group communication: An inter-group communication policy defines: when the agents become aware of the exchanges carried out outside their group; when during the negotiation they can express their viewpoints about the perceived proposals; and when during the negotiation they can move to another group. There are multiple ways to define an inter-group communication policy. In this study, we focus on a policy that allows communication across groups named Free Inter-group Communication (FIC). With FIC, agents have a visibility over proposals submitted outside their group, and they can react upon these proposals subject to the interaction rules described below. R i7 : the members of a group cannot submit a proposal to agents in another group until they move into that group. The partition of agents into separate groups aims for the interaction within each group to take place among agents with similar attributes they want to discuss. We do not prohibit interaction with other agents as discussed above, however we assume that such interaction will be limited as agents will have limited interest in other groups. R i8 : a i may accept a proposal which addresses some of its issues of interest and submitted outside its group while staying within its own group. When an agent is not satisfied by its group's proposals, it may look for another group with which it shares some issues. It may either accept proposals submitted in that group, or migrate to that group to submit its proposals there. Once an agent migrates to a new group, it is immediately granted all interaction rights within that group, as dictated by the protocol. Agent migration is regulated with mobility rules (R m ) as follows: R m1 : a i cannot visit the same group more than δ v times. R m2 : a i cannot migrate more than δ d times. These rules channel the interactions of agents by forcing them to stay a certain time within a group. Subject to these rules, an agent strategically chooses the group it wishes to join.
The FIC interaction policy increases the flexibility of inter-group agent communication. Its advantage is the ability to arrive at better agreements, and the disadvantage is an increased communication cost. In broadcast communication, agents receive every proposal submitted even if they do not focus on its issues of interest. This involves unnecessary messages processings and unnecessary communications. With FIC, the agent decides by itself to acquire information from other groups when this is a beneficial. We assert that agent decisions to join or change groups, and to change attributes, are not more complex than having all the agents negotiate in one big group.
3) Decision making: Agents' decisions are made based on their utility from the proposals at hand. Ahead of the negotiation process, an agent a i (or more likely its owner or administrator) sets its desired utility range: Umina i is the minimum utility value the agent may agree to, and Umaxa i is its desired utility value, above which any proposal is acceptable. Our negotiation problem assumes different utility functions. Hence, we introduce an alternative way for representing the agent's satisfaction level with a proposal. The utility thresholds of each agent split its utility line into three ranges. We associate these ranges with agent satisfaction. The ranges [ 
0,U min],[U min,U max],[U max,∞]
are associated with satisfaction levels σ 0 , σ 1 , σ 2 , respectively. Note that agents may have different utility thresholds. Consequently, two agents whose utility from a proposal is the same may have different satisfaction levels from the same proposal. From the above, given a proposal p j β from a j to a i and the utility from it u ai (p j β ), if u ai (p j β )<U mina i then it is in the best interest for a i to refuse and attack p j β , as it has a low, σ 0 satisfaction value. Similar strategy interpretations can be made for σ 1 and σ 2 . That is, σ 1 is associated with acceptance at a moderate satisfaction level, and σ 2 is associated with a high satisfaction level. In the rest of this paper, we set the value of σ 0 =0.
4) Alliances:
An alliance is formed by at least two agents when they agree on one proposal. The goal is for agents to join forces in order to better support their proposal. In this work, joining forces entails that agents within an alliance define and implement common decision-making strategies for negotiating with alliances and specifically the utility range of the alliance. This is computed based on the members' expected utilities. Alternative strategy definitions are possible too but are not discussed in this study [24] . An alliance c x is represented by a tuple (Ac,U minc,U maxc,pα). It sets its desired utility range such that Uminc= min{Umina i },ai∈Ac is the minimum utility value each agent in the alliance may agree to, and U maxc=min{U maxa i },ai∈Ac is its desired utility value, above which any proposal is acceptable. Thus, we aim to preserve the expected utility of each agent. Each agent evaluates a proposal according to its utility function and makes decisions according to the desired utility range of its alliance. This means that an agent refuses and attacks a proposal if its utility is lower than Uminc, otherwise it accepts and reinforces it. In this way, the agents are led to make concessions by accepting proposals which would have been refused if they considered their own desired utility range. This concerns every agent a i in the alliance whose minimum expected utility Umina i is more than Uminc. However, an agent's individual satisfaction value from a proposal depends on its own desired utility range. Thus, when a i accepts a proposal p α such that Uminc<ua i (pα)<U mina i or U maxc<ua i (pα)<U maxa i , or Umina i <ua i (pα)<U maxa i its satisfaction value is σ 1 , otherwise its satisfaction value is σ 2 . The protocol motivates the agents to incrementally make concessions. This formation mechanism facilitates convergence of the negotiation.
During the negotiation, different alliances can be formed. Each aims to get a maximal number of agents with a proposal addressing all of the issues. To this end, it has to convince other agents to accept the proposal it defends, or convince other alliances to join forces, either by merging proposals or by negotiating over conflicting attributes to refine and generate a joint proposal. An agent can join an alliance at any time by accepting the proposal defended by this alliance (rule R i5 ). An agent cannot leave its alliance because it cannot remove proposals it has already accepted. But it can join another alliance by accepting another proposal (rule R i3 ).
5) Interaction across alliances:
According to the structure of the initial groups of agents and the interaction rules, there may exist different relations between the alliances: link A : since we allow agents to accept several proposals (R i3 ), it could happen that two alliances c x,g k , c y,g k share some agents, namely c x,g k ∩ c y,g k =∅ (see Fig. 1 ). link E : according to the group creation policy we use, it could happen that two alliances c x,g k , c y,gq share some attributes, namely Eg k ∩Eg q =∅ (see Fig. 1 ). link F IC : according to R i8 rule, it could happen that two alliances c x,g k , c y,gq from different groups g k ,gq share some agents, i.e. c x,g k ∩ c y,gq =∅ (see Fig. 1 ). An alliance uses several criteria to choose another alliance Figure 1 . Structure of the groups and alliances outside its group in order to merge or refine their proposals. These criteria are the number of agents in the other alliance, the number of attributes it shares with that alliance and the number of agents it shares with that alliance. Alliances that have formed are publicly known. Each alliance decides by itself the alliances with which it would like to join forces. We prevent an alliance from choosing another from the same group since their proposals have already been discussed.
Merging and refinement operations are denoted, respectively, by f m and f r . To perform these, at least two proposals from two alliances c x , c y are needed. Alliances decide upon merging or refining proposals based on the gain they would achieve and the cost of the operation. The cost and the gain are given, respectively by fcost and fgain functions defined as follows: fcost(cx,cy)=
, n, k represent, respectively, the number of agents in the system and the number of all issues at stake. There are other approaches to define these criteria [25] . Here we define cost and gain functions tailored to our context. The functions can be generalised to many alliances.
Property 1: The cost of a merging process is equal to zero.
This makes sense because there are no attributes over which agents are in conflict, i.e., We define the expected utility function of an alliance c x from joining forces with another c y by u(cx,cy)=fgain(cx,cy)−fcost(cx,cy). Each alliance chooses the alliances that maximise its utility.
6) Merging and refinement process: Two proposals can be merged when there are no common attributes. Merging entails creating a new proposal with the attributes of the merged proposals. In Figure 1 , we suppose that alliances c 1,g1 and c 4,g3 are going to support, respectively, the proposals p 1 =(v(e 1 ), v(e 2 )) and p 2 =(v(e 3 ), v(e 4 )), where v(e i ) is the value of attribute e i . To merge their proposals, they should define a proposal p x =f m (p 1 , p 2 )=(v(e 1 ), v(e 2 ), v(e 3 ), v(e 4 )) with f m the merging function. The merging process is simple because we assume that attributes are independent and each alliance is not concerned with attributes from the other alliance. It is beneficial for the alliances to merge their proposals because it allows them to better defend their proposal by becoming an alliance with more agents. However, to become the winner alliance, the defended proposals must be complete. A complete proposal includes all attributes discussed during the negotiation. It should additionally meet the requirements of a solution, as in Section V. Hence, each alliance strategically chooses the alliances with which it forms a group.
The refinement process of the proposals supported by the alliances consists of negotiating over common attributes whose values are different. This negotiation concerns only the values of the attributes in conflict and consists of finding a compromise. Each agent in these alliances can submit a proposal by modifying only the values of these attributes. For instance, when two alliances having, respectively, the proposals (v(e 3 ) ) is a new e 3 value. There are many ways to resolve the conflict. This is out of scope of this work.
C. Checkpoint phase
In our mechanism, negotiation takes place in rounds, separated by checkpoints. Periodical checkpoints allow checking the progress of the negotiation by analyzing the results of the exchanges performed in all groups. This consists of verifying whether there is a complete proposal that is supported by the majority, i.e., a winner alliance. Checkpoints eventually allow to conclude whether the negotiation has arrived at a solution, or whether it failed. Two results are possible at the end of a checkpoint: either there is a solution, in which case the negotiation ends in success, or there is not, in which case it continuous if the deadline is not reached. If at the last checkpoint no solution is found the negotiation ends in failure. Before the negotiation, we set the number of checkpoints q, and their schedule. This information is shared with all agents. Let C pt ={C pt1 , ..., C ptq } be the set of checkpoints. Each checkpoint C ptr is a tuple (tr, Sr ), t r is the time of the checkpoint and S r the set of proposals acceptable as a solution. C pt ={C pt1 = (t 1 , S 1 ) , ..., C ptq =(tq , Sq )} is ordered chronologically (t 1 <, ..., tq <d l ). We arbitrarily set the majority threshold φ maj =50%. Any proposal p α with acceptance rate T ac pα >φ maj is an acceptable solution. When checkpoint C ptr occurs, all a i ∈A add their acceptable proposals to Sr . If Sr =∅ then there is no solution at that checkpoint. If r =q, negotiation proceeds to next checkpoint C ptr+1 . If |Sr |=1 then there is one solution and the negotiation ends in success. If |Sr |>1 the negotiation ends in success and the solution is selected according to the social decision process detailed below. If r=q and Sr =∅ the negotiation ends in failure.
V. NEGOTIATION OUTCOME
In classical score voting, the score of each candidate is the sum of obtained scores. The winner is the candidate with the highest score. But it could happen that this candidate is not the winner when we simply consider the majority rule. Let A,B,C be a set which must decide between two candidates x,y with score 0,1,2. They get, respectively, the results (1, 1, 1) and (2, 2, 0) . With majority rule, x is the winner by considering score 0 means a missing vote. With a score voting, y is the winner with a score equal to 4. Nevertheless, each of these methods does not always ensure fairness [26] . To overcome this, we propose a new solution concept that combines effectiveness and fairness [11] [10] [26] . The concept of fairness we use here draws on [11] . It consists of deciding an outcome which satisfies at the same time the majority rule and the score voting. By doing so we introduce a new method to evaluate the social satisfaction of an outcome which is not limited to the sum of agents' satisfactions as done for x in the example stated above.
On a concrete level, we use a mixed voting system based on approval voting [15] and score voting in order to combine the advantages and to limit the drawbacks of those methods. According to the resulting method, each agent may accept any number of proposals it prefers as an outcome of the negotiation (and refuse the others). An agent allocates a score to each proposal. A proposal score is the agent's satisfaction from it, i.e., σ 0 , σ 1 or σ 2 , (see Section IV-B3). To determine the outcome of the negotiation, we propose a social decision process based on a set of hierarchical decision criteria in order to enable selection of a single preferred proposal when there are several acceptable proposals. It consists of establishing a social preference order [10] [11] over the set of acceptable proposals built by the agents during the negotiation. These criteria are the social satisfaction, the support value (section III) and the time stamp of the proposal. Note that using the acceptance rate as the only decision metric is insufficient. This is in particularly the case when there are several proposals with the same acceptance rate. We introduce a new score aggregation function named social satisfaction ws (defined below) which satisfies the rules of majority and score voting.
Social satisfaction function: We represent the evolution of a submitted proposal during the negotiation process by a set of successive states Spα={s0,s1...,sq}. A proposal moves from one state to another whenever an agent sends an acceptance, a reinforcing, an attack or a refusal message. The first state s0 corresponds to the submission stage of the proposal. For each proposal pα, its state set Spα corresponds to a satisfaction profile σ pα =(σ s0 , σ s1 , ..., σ sq ), σ si ∈{σ 0 , σ 1 , σ 2 } which represents the satisfaction level of the agent of which action moved the proposal from state s i−1 to state s i , after the action was performed (i.e., the proposal moved to state s i ). The social satisfaction function w s : P →R+ assigns a positive real value to each submitted proposal, designating its social satisfaction score. To facilitate fairness, ws draws on Rawls' difference principle (or maximin) [11] , which regulates inequalities as follows: it only permits inequalities that work to the advantage of the worst-off. The value of ws depends on the way in which it evolves throughout the negotiation. Given the above, the social satisfaction function is defined as follows: ws(p α )= The proposal with the highest value of social satisfaction has also the highest acceptance rate (keeping σ 1 and σ 2 within some range limitation).
Proof:
two functions, k∈ [1,n−1] and P k the set of proposals with k acceptances.
Preference order: The social preference relationship described by w s is complete, as there are no incomparable proposals. It is reflexive and transitive too. w s is used in order to establish a social preference order when there are several proposals with acceptance rate greater than or equal to φ maj . This threshold should be greater than 50% to guarantee a majority. The limitation of w s is that σ 1 and σ 2 can not take any value, they are interdependent. When we set σ 2 , σ 2 must comprise in ∈]M,σ2[ in order to guarantee the expected result.
We use the support ratio value to differentiate between proposals when there are several proposals that have the same value of social satisfaction (i.e., social indifference). When there is more than one proposal with the same support ratio value, we use the time stamp as a differentiator. We assume that there is a difference between the times in which two proposals got a majority.
We establish the preference order process described above to lead the negotiation to a collective agreement which satisfies the majority. Electing a proposal as the outcome of the negotiation matches the choice of the winner alliance.
Property 2: The proposed social decision process guarantees the uniqueness of the solution. The time stamp is the last criterion used when there are several proposals with the same social satisfaction value and the same values. In this case, the proposal with the smallest time stamp is the solution.
VI. NEGOTIATION COMPLEXITY
We define Dc∈[0, 1] the complexity factor which expresses the similarity of agents (belonging to different groups) according to their choices of attributes they want to discuss.
Definition Let m the number of formed groups and mc the number of groups g k ∈G such that ∃gq∈G and Eg k ∩Eg q =∅. The complexity factor Dc= mc m .
The complexity factor Dc expresses the complexity of the negotiation process and the alliances' interaction. According to Dc, we identify three situations: Dc=0 when all of the initial groups formed are disjoint. This means that ∀g k ∈G, gq∈G Eg k ∩Eg q =∅ so mc=0. Hence, alliances from different groups have no common attributes. They only proceed to merge their proposals. When Dc=0 the negotiation is less complex compared to the case where Dc>0. Here, each alliance chooses another to merge their proposals according to the size of the alliances (the number of agents in the alliances).
0<Dc<1 when some groups are not disjoint. This means that ∃g k ,gq∈G Eg k ∩Eg q =∅ so mc>0. The alliances proceed to merge or to refine (negotiate the attributes in conflict) their proposals.
Dc=1 when each group shares at least some attributes with another group. This means that ∀g k ∈G,∃gq∈G Eg k ∩Eg q =∅ so mc=m. The alliances proceed only to refine (negotiate the attributes in conflict) their proposals.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To analyze the performance of our protocol, we have implemented an example of negotiation scenario in the energy market. We have tested our protocol by varying the number of agents n and the number of issues k. For each experiment, each agent chooses randomly its interesting attributes and seeks to form a group with the one with which it shares the maximum number of attributes. We define utility function used by an agent a i to evaluate an a j in order to request it to form a group as follows: ug i (aj )=|Ea i ∩Ea j |,ug i ∈[0,γi]. The experiment has been repeated 350 times.
Firstly, we have analyzed the number of initial groups m which are formed and the number of rounds r needed to form them. Experimental results show that r increases when k increases, but it does not increase when n increases. This implies negotiation time depends on the number of issues but not on the number of agents. Thus our solution indeed removes the complexity associated with the size of the agent community, as intended by this study. Secondly, we have analyzed, the complexity factor defined in section VI according to the ratio of agents and the number of issues. We denote by ri=n/k. The curve of figure 2 shows that for 16,6% of performed experiments, Dc=0 with ri=6/16=0.4, for 54,6%, 0<Dc<1 with ri=34/13=2. 6 and for 30%, Dc=1 with ri=18/17=1.1. These results will be used as an index to guide agents to define their negotiation tactics according to the structure of the initial groups they will form. This is not detailed in this work. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new multilateral negotiation mechanism based on an incremental arrival at a solution. The mechanism is based on a divide and conquer approach. In our protocol, agents' interaction are fully decentralized. The protocol respects individual preferences and maintains fairness as well. In our mechanism, each agent manages its interactions by following the rules of the protocol. Agents submit proposals, reason about them, and take action to promote their desired proposals and demote others. It leads to incremental and gradual convergence into a single solution which is both supported by the majority of agents, and fair. In future research, we intend to refine the protocol and formally prove its convergence to a solution.
